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IMAGINE CANADA
Imagine Canada is a national charitable organization whose cause is Canada’s charities. Our three broad goals are 

to amplify the sector’s collective voice, create opportunities to connect and learn from each other, and build the 

sector’s capacity to succeed. Corporate community investments are an integral part of Imagine Canada’s vision for 

a strong and vibrant charitable sector. Imagine Canada’s Caring Company designation encourages companies to 

adopt a leadership role as investors of at least 1% of pre-tax profit into stronger communities.

LBG (LONDON BENCHMARKING GROUP)  
CANADA

LBG Canada is a network of corporate community investment professionals from many of Canada’s leading 

companies, who work together to apply, develop and enhance the use of the LBG Model and measurement 

framework in Canada. Participation in LBG Canada encourages companies to focus on strategy, measurement and 

reporting to demonstrate the business value achieved through investment in community. LBG Canada is facilitated 

by SiMPACT Strategy Group.
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companies was aggregated to produce 
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FOREWORD
For the past several decades, an evolution has been taking place among companies as they explore strategies 

that support the communities where their employees live and work to create business benefit, and as worldwide1 

corporations focus on societal engagement as a new competitive advantage at their companies. In this report we 

take stock of this evolution within the Canadian context and review employee engagement and corporate giving 

data of the companies within the LBG Canada network and among Imagine Canada Caring Companies. 

We believe this report illustrates the opportunity of community investment—for the companies that choose 

to engage in communities, for their charitable and nonprofit partners, for governments that encourage that 

engagement, for employees and other stakeholders choosing to participate, and most importantly, for the 

communities where companies are creating impact. The findings in this report also recognize the tremendous 

investment of time, dollars, products and services from many companies. We hope the facts and figures that follow 

will serve as a source of inspiration and a call to action to others to follow suit.

We also recognize that there remains a lack of appreciation and understanding of the importance of community 

investment, and so there is tremendous untapped potential in Canada. Together, Imagine Canada and SiMPACT 

Strategy Group, (facilitator of LBG Canada), are committed to doing our part. Earlier in 2017, we announced a 

new relationship between our organizations. By working together, we have started a journey to encourage and 

celebrate leadership in corporate community investment, and to profile achievements that are the result of the hard 

work and leadership across the community investment profession in Canada. 

This year, we are excited to launch this review of Corporate Community Investment Leadership. A Canadian 

Opportunity is built on 10 years of community investment insights, work begun by LBG Canada in 2006, and 

now shared widely. The report is designed to grow—it has the flexibility to adapt to increased participation from 

companies and to address new issues facing Canadian companies and communities. We look forward to building 

participation in future years and tackling new subject matter important to companies, to communities, and to Canada.

Bruce MacDonald 
President and CEO 
Imagine Canada  

Stephanie Robertson 
CEO and Founder 
SiMPACT Strategy Group Inc. 

1 CECP in association with The Conference Board. Giving in Numbers: 2016 Edition.
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INTRODUCTION
Corporate community investment is an opportunity to be seized. It is an opportunity for companies to engage 

employees in meaningful programs that create community impact and enhance employee well-being. It is an 

opportunity to support the economic objectives of government and the future prosperity of Canada: innovation, 

individual and community health, and skills development, among others. It is also an opportunity for people that 

care about their community and who have the initiative to get involved to fuel that generosity with support from 

their employer.  

The companies reviewed in this report are seizing this opportunity. While the term community investment seems 

familiar to many, the practices that result in greater community impact and therefore greater value to business are 

still relatively undocumented in Canada. It is our hope that this report will encourage others to come forward—to 

share and celebrate their work and their insights—so that community impact and business benefits are achieved 

and enhanced.  



Island Savings, a division of  
First West Credit Union
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WHAT WE LEARNED:

59% of companies report a community investment focus in 
at least one area of the Canadian Federal Innovation Agenda

1. All Companies Can Have Impact 
Companies of all sizes and in all sectors are leading in the practice of community investment. They each play a role 

in building vibrant neighbourhoods and in fuelling generosity.

2. Outlook is Positive  
Driven by increased support and appreciation for community investment, many participating companies predict 

increases to their budget in future years.

3. People Want to Participate 

Companies consistently and deliberately expand their community footprint by engaging employees through 

meaningful company programs and, where appropriate, customers, suppliers and others. 

4. Local Connections  
Companies recognize the importance of community connection and insights. Many are striking a balance in their 

approach, having a thematic company-wide strategy while decentralizing decisions and budget controls to local 

offices.

5. Partners in Innovation 
Community investment activities foster Canadian innovation and prepare us for the new economy. The prevalence 

of these activities suggests there is untapped opportunity for companies and government to develop impactful 

public–private partnerships.
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There is a challenge in using the term community investment, as the concept is often confused with the larger 

spectrum of corporate social responsibility (CSR), and because the interpretation of community investment can 

differ across regions, industries, and according to ideological approach. 

Whereas CSR includes everything a company does to meet the societal expectations of business—diversity 

policies, supply chain management practice, ethical investing, stewardship of the environment, etc.—community 

investment is more specific. It is the voluntary contributions a company makes to charities or community 

organizations. 

The global standard for understanding 

community investment—and the standard 

used within this report—is the LBG 

International framework (figure to the right). It is used 

by the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, the Global 

Reporting Index, and has been adopted by Imagine 

Canada’s Caring Company Program through its 

partnership with LBG Canada. The LBG International 

framework helps companies overcome reporting 

challenges by enabling consistent management and 

measurement of community investment. It allows 

for reliable and effective benchmarking among 

companies, industries and regions, empowering 

businesses to strategically position their community 

investment and to tell a better story.

The four types of corporate contribution through 

community investment are cash contributions, in-kind 

donations, time employees spend volunteering 

during paid working hours, and the management 

costs associated with community programs. In 

addition, many companies encourage employees 

and other stakeholders to volunteer outside of work 

hours and to donate to community initiatives. The sum 

total of these activities adds up to a company’s total 

community footprint.  

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY  
COMMUNITY INVESTMENT?

Impacts: What changes

The changes that happen to individuals, organizations and the 
company, in the short or longer-term, as a result of the activity.

Community impacts: 
Change in beneficiaries, organizations and/or society

Business impacts:  
Change in business performance

Outputs: What happens

The activities delivered, numbers reached, funds raised and 
business-related activity resulting from the contributions made.

Community outputs: 
Numbers helped, activities held etc.

Leverage: 
Additional funds raised

Business outputs:  
Media coverage, awareness among customers, employees etc.

Inputs: What’s contributed

The resources a company provides to support a  
community activity.

How: 
Cash, time, in-kind, management cost

Why: 
Charitable gift, community investment, commercial initiative  
in the community

What: 
Issue addressed (education, health etc.)

Where:  
Location of activity

THE LBG INPUT/OUTPUT MODEL

THE LBG INPUT/OUTPUT MODEL: Image sourced and adapted from 
Corporate-Citizenship.com.
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ECONOMIC 
FOOTPRINT 

Every year, as an Imagine Canada Caring 
Company, we make our communities 
stronger by investing 7% of our 
budgeted pre-tax income in local 
programs, partnerships and events.

– Coast Capital Savings  
2016 Annual Report
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TOTAL 2016 COMMUNITY INVESTMENT, BY CATEGORY 

TOTAL GIVING PERFORMANCE 
The opportunity for Canadians through community investment is clear when examining the economic footprint 

and the collective influence of the companies in this report. Since 2007, LBG Canada companies have invested 

more than $3 Billion into communities across the country and internationally, and have invited their employees, 

customers and other stakeholders to contribute a further $1 Billion. In 2016, reporting LBG Canada and Imagine 

Canada Caring Companies together invested $468 Million. This includes cash donations and in-kind contributions, 

as well as the costs of volunteer time during work hours and program management. 

GIVING TO PROFIT RATIO
The percentage of pre-tax profit invested in community is a common metric used by 

companies to determine annual budgets. Typically, companies examine their performance 

year-on-year, and will compare their pre-tax profit ratio to sector peers, regional peers, as 

well as companies they admire to establish targets within each planning cycle. Companies 

recognized by the Imagine Canada Caring Company designation (see page 27) contribute 

at least 1% of their pre-tax profits to the communities where their employees live and work; 

many have been doing so since the inception of the Caring Company program in 1988. 

The 1% of pre-tax profit ratio is an international standard used to identify companies that 

make a commitment to invest in community at a level that reflects the strength of their 

corporate performance.
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2 LBG Annual Review 2016: Driving Community Investment. 
3 Measuring Community Impact Using the LBG Model, A Pilot Program by ACCP and Corporate Citizenship.

Including cash and in-kind contributions, employee time, and program management costs, the companies within 

this study invested an average of 2.5% of their pre-tax profits in 2016 to the communities they support. However, 

there was large variation across sectors and companies, and among participants the ratio ranged from -0.8% to 

8.7%. Credit unions and co-operatives invested at a significantly higher rate than other businesses, a reflection of 

their member-driven approach and integration within local communities. The average percent of total revenue 

given in 2016 from all participating companies was 0.45%. 

Comparable data from the LBG Global Annual Review2 shows that the Canadian companies referred to in this 

report are performing well when compared with leading international comparator companies. The 168 companies 

in the global review provided $3.3 Billion in donations in 2016 representing 1.04% of pre-tax profit, ranging from 

0.43% to 2.12% across industries. 

GIVING  
BREAKDOWN 

Cash donations are only one of the ways in which 

companies contribute, albeit the dominant one. Nearly 

two thirds (61%) of community investment from partici-

pating companies was comprised of cash donations to 

charities and other nonprofit organizations, with the me-

dian company contribution being $2.09 Million. In-kind 

donations of product, equipment, facilities, professional 

services, and other company assets comprised 14% of 

community investment. Many companies also support 

volunteering during working hours. The value of this 

community investment from participating companies 

totalled $8.24 Million in 2016. 

EFFECTIVE 
MANAGEMENT 

Most companies do not consider the program 

management costs involved in running community 

activities to be a part of their community investment, 

yet these expenses are vital to the efficient and effective 

delivery of community benefits3. Interestingly, previous 

analysis of participating companies illustrates that 

increased investment in program management is a 

cost-effective way for companies to increase their total 

community footprint—specifically where companies 

seek to increase engagement and leverage generosity 

from employees, customers, and other stakeholders 

(see page 15).

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT AS A PERCENT OF PRE-TAX PROFIT, BY SECTOR
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PREDICTED CHANGES IN COMMUNITY INVESTMENT BUDGET

REASONS FOR PREDICTED BUDGET INCREASE
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4 Global News: Canadian economy smashes expectations with 4.5 per cent growth, Erica Alini (2017).
5 Ipsos Reid, Press Release: Canadians Who Are Very Interested in What Causes Companies Support Sees Significant Increase (2017).

Since 2007, LBG Canada companies have invested 
more than $3 Billion into communities across the 
country and internationally.

OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK
With the Canadian economy performing well across many industries4 and increased interest in community, there is 

a real opportunity and drive for further investment. A number of participating companies reported a positive giving 

outlook for 2018, with 44% predicting that their budget would increase, and only 26% predicting a decrease. Of 

those predicting an increase, almost half (43%) referred to greater company appreciation of community investment 

as a contributing factor, while 36% referred to increased employee interest. 

Similarly, a recent study by Ipsos Reid saw a rising interest in community investment from consumers. In 2017, their 

polling saw half (50%) of Canadians indicate that they are very interested in which causes companies support, up 4 

points from 2016.5

Participating companies also reported a high number of long-term community partnerships, an indicator of their 

embedded commitment and a meaningful way to respond to the needs of their communities and their nonprofit 

partners. Most companies (87%) reported multi-year projects within their total giving, and a third (35%) reported 

that multi-year investments make up at least half of their community investment budget.
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MULTI-YEAR INVESTMENTS BY % OF BUDGET*

*Totals may not sum to 100% due to rounding.
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LEVERAGING 
GENEROSITY

In spite of busy career and family lives, 
our colleagues, and franchisees and 
their employees give their time, talent 
and resources to charities and nonprofit 
organizations in their communities. We 
applaud their work and, through the 
Volunteer Grant Program, donate up 
to $500 to organizations where they 
volunteer at least 40 hours a year. 

– Loblaw Companies Limited 
2016 Corporate Social Responsibilities Report 
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*Totals may not sum to 100% due to rounding.

STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION 
Corporate community investment has a tremendous role to play in Canadian society beyond the donations a 

business provides. The companies in this report invite their key stakeholders to be a meaningful part of their 

community investment strategy —whether by encouraging employees to volunteer, customers to donate, or by 

developing private–public partnerships.

Employees are by far the most common stakeholder group proactively invited to participate in community 

activities. Most companies (86%) reported that they leverage contributions by their employees within their 

community investment strategy. Customers were the second most common—and were engaged by nearly a third 

(31%) of companies, with suppliers (30%) and government partners (28%) close behind. 
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GIVING PROGRAMS 
Most participating companies (61%) encourage and track the total giving made by internal (employee) and external 

(customer) stakeholders through company programs, which totalled $118 million in 2016. Of this amount, almost 

half (48%) were contributions by employees while (52%) were from customers and other external stakeholders. 

From 2007 to 2016, companies reporting to LBG Canada enabled $1.1 billion in stakeholder giving. Yet, it’s 

notable that only 71% of companies reported any employee giving, which can be considered a missed opportunity 

for many. In 2016, participation in giving and volunteer programs trended down, possibly resulting from recent 

economic conditions. However, even with a decline in participation, the dollar amount given as reported to LBG 

Canada nearly doubled between 2015 and 2016, a strong indicator of a recovery.
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EMPLOYER SUPPORTED VOLUNTEERISM 
Volunteering programs are as common as employee giving programs among participating companies. Over one 

third (37%) of Canada’s 12.7 million volunteers report some sort of support from their employers to volunteer6. 

In 2016, participating companies reported 1.8 million hours of employee time volunteered through company 

programs, with an average of 31 hours per employee. Of reported hours, 13% occurred during working hours, at 

an estimated value of $8.24 million. 

A number of companies also offer matching programs, whereby companies match an individual’s initiative to 

volunteer in a community with a cash contribution to a charity of their choice. This programming might also be 

referred to as ‘Dollars for Doers’ or as ‘Volunteer Grants’.

6 Volunteer Canada: Canadian Code for Employer Supported Volunteering (2015).
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OPERATIONS AND 
OPPORTUNITIES 

TELUS Community Boards are an innovative funding model that 
put philanthropic decision-making in the hands of local leaders 
who know their communities best. 

– TELUS 
2016 Sustainability Report 
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PORTION OF COMPANIES THAT REQUIRE REGIONAL OFFICES TO ALIGN  
WITH COMMUNITY INVESTMENT STRATEGY

PORTION OF COMMUNITY INVESTMENT BUDGET MANAGED BY REGIONAL OFFICES

REGIONAL ALIGNMENT 
In 2016, the overwhelming majority of companies with local offices (95%) required those branches to align their 

giving with their broader corporate community investment strategy. However, companies also recognize the need 

to maintain a community presence and local connections. Many use a blended strategy. For example, alignment 

with centralized priorities while at the same time leveraging local insights and networks in order to be responsive 

and more effective. The majority of companies report that at least a portion of the community investment budget is 

managed by local offices, with over a fifth (22%) reporting that most of the budget is managed at this regional level. 
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Our community investment program helps us build 
meaningful relationships with local communities. We 
engage with our communities on an ongoing basis 
to understand what their needs are, which helps us 
support the organizations that will have the highest 
impact on the community. 

– Cenovus Energy  
2016 Corporate Responsibility Report
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INVESTMENT IN INNOVATION BY AREA

INNOVATION BEYOND PROFIT 
As companies determine how to focus their community investment, innovation—whether they recognize it or 

not—has become an important part of the equation. Through community contributions, many companies seek 

to build a creative and skilled Canadian workforce. In our review, most companies (59%) reported community 

investment activities in at least one key area of the Federal Government’s Innovation Plan7. Interestingly, only 28% of 

participating companies report that they proactively leverage government as a stakeholder within their community 

investment strategy. This suggests there is untapped opportunity for companies and government to collaborate 

and develop impactful public–private partnerships that spark Canadian innovation.

The most common innovation focus was education, with just over 40% of companies citing activities in this 

area. Also common were specific educational focuses on financial literacy, STEM* education, and social 

entrepreneurship. The presence of these activities highlights the role of nonprofit partners as being at the 

forefront of skills development and social entrepreneurship. It also presents a new opportunity for multi-sectorial 

partnerships, where companies and charities can work with the Federal Government to drive Canadian innovation. 

7 Canada’s Innovation and Skills Plan, Government of Canada, 2017.
*STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math)
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DATA-DRIVEN INVESTMENT
The purpose and business benefit of investing in community is often undervalued or misunderstood. The term 

community investment can mean different things to different people and across company departments (see 

section What Do We Mean by Community Investment? on page 7). A data-driven approach can make all the 

difference to a company that wants to tell their story; to communicate the importance and the impact of their work. 

The tracking and leveraging of community investment information also supports long-term planning and enables 

good strategy. Key data can illustrate the need for course corrections and new decisions to be taken. Ideally, 

community investment data provides opportunities for improvement and realignment, directing resources towards 

impact objectives while providing alignment between business strategy and results. In the long term, companies 

that track multi-year insights assess progress towards larger business and community objectives, and can realign 

plans to achieve these objectives as new challenges emerge.

PORTION OF COMPANIES TRACKING BUSINESS BENEFITS
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The companies in this report are leaders in philanthropy who have made a long-term commitment to their 

communities. They contribute substantial assets each year to help build a stronger society. While not all (60%) 

of these leaders report tracking associated business benefits and even fewer track community impacts, evolving 

reporting standards and increased stakeholder expectations are likely to increase data-driven community 

investment in coming years. There is tremendous potential for companies, from productivity gains to competitive 

advantage, in measuring how corporate contributions drive positive change in Canadian communities, while 

benefitting business.

PORTION OF COMPANIES TRACKING IMPACT, BY FOCUS AREA
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PARTICIPATING 
COMPANIES 

The majority (67%) of participants 

in this report operate on a National 

or International level.  Most are 

headquartered in Ontario (37%) or 

Alberta (33%), followed by  

British Columbia (17%).

PARTICIPANTS BY REGIONAL FOCUS*

PARTICIPANTS BY LOCATION 
OF HEADQUARTERS

*Participants by regional focus information based on Caring Companies only.

PARTICIPANT PROFILE
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Participants by Community Investment Budget 

The typical (median) community investment budget of participants was $2.3 Million and the average reported 

budget was $8.8 Million. Budgets ranged widely, from $6,249 to $78.3 Million. 

PARTICIPANTS BY SIZE OF COMMUNITY INVESTMENT BUDGET 
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Participants by Industry

Almost half of participants came from the Financial and Insurance industry (46%). Of those, (42%) were 

co-operatives. The second most common industry was Mining, Oil and Gas Extraction (15%), followed by 

Professional, Technical, and Scientific Services (8%), and Retail (6%).

INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED WITHIN THE REPORT
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CARING COMPANIES AND 
LBG CANADA COMPANIES

18 Asset Management Inc. 

Access Communications Co-
operative Limited 

Alterna Savings 

AstraZeneca Canada 

Bayshore Healthcare 

BCAA 

Bell Canada 

Best Buy Canada 

BlueShore Financial 

Carters Professional Corporation 

Cenovus Energy Inc.   

CNOOC Nexen 

Coast Capital Savings 

Coastal Community Credit Union 

ConnectFirst (includes Chinook 
Credit Union, First Calgary Financial) 

Credential Financial Inc. 

Digital Echidna 

Enbridge Inc. 

ENMAX Energy 

Federated Co-operatives Limited 

First Calgary Financial 

First West Credit Union (includes 
Enderby & District Financial, Island 
Savings, Valley First Credit Union, 
Envision Financial) 

GlaxoSmithKline Inc. 

Great-West Life Assurance Company, 
London Life and Canada Life 

Harvey McKinnon Associates 

Henderson Partners LLP 

Highstreet Asset Management 

Imperial Oil 

Investors Group 

Johnston Group Inc. 

KCI (Ketchum Canada Inc.) 

KPMG 

Loblaw Companies Limited 

LoyaltyOne 

Mackenzie Financial 

Manitoba Liquor and Lotteries 

Manulife 

Mawer Investment Management Ltd. 

McLean Hallmark Insurance Group 
Ltd. 

Meridian Credit Union 

Miller Thomson LLP 

NEI Investments 

Nestlé Waters Canada 

NOVA Chemicals 

Partnership Group – Sponsorship 
Specialists 

Pembina Pipelines 

Power Corporation of Canada 

Prospera Credit Union 

PwC Canada 

Raymond James Ltd. 

Royal Bank of Canada (RBC)

Sandstone Asset Management Inc. 

Scotiabank 

Selectpath Benefits & Financial Inc. 

Servus Credit Union 

Shaw Communications 

Sherritt International Corporation 

Shoppers Drug Mart 

SiMPACT Strategy Group 

Smith’s Funeral Homes (Burlington) 
Limited 

Sun Life Financial 

Syngenta Canada Inc. 

TD Bank Group 

Teck Resources Limited 

TELUS 

Terrapure Environmental 

The Co-operators Group Ltd. 

TransCanada Corporation 

Trimac Transportation 

Tundra Process Solutions 

UFA 

Vermilion Energy 

Wealth Creation Preservation & 
Donation Inc. 

Westminster Savings Credit Union 

Westoba Credit Union Ltd.

WFCU Credit Union 

Woodbine Entertainment Group
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